
History enquiry – What can the Olympic games tell us about the Ancient Greeks?  

 

Evidence we have 
available to learn 

about Ancient Greece

The establishment of 
the Greek Empire and 
impact on the World

Ancient Greek city 
states

Exploring links to 
religion, leisure and 

policitcs

What we know about 
Ancient Greece from 
in-depth study of the 

Olympics

The different events 
at the Olympics

Ancient Greek Olympics 

The Olympics games began in 776 BC in Olympia. They 

were held there because the gods lived on Mount 

Olympus and the games were in honour of the king of 

the gods, Zeus. The different city states often fought but 

during the Olympics, peace was declared and everyone 

came together to enjoy the games. 

In order to participate, athletes had to be a free man 

(no slaves) who spoke Greek. The winners of the games 

were considered heroes. They got olive branches for 

winning, but also became famous. Sometimes they 

received large sums of money from their home town.  

Events included: 

 200m running race 

 400m running race 

 Wrestling 

 Chariot racing 

 Boxing 

 Pentathlon (long jump,  

       discus, javelin, running and wrestling) 

Some of the evidence about the games comes from 

paintings, most commonly found on vases. 

 

 

 

 

How was Greece ruled? 

There was never one country called ‘ancient 
Greece’. Instead, Greece was divided up into 
small city-states, like Athens, Sparta, Corinth 
and Olympia. 
Each city-state ruled itself. They had their own 
governments, laws and army. So, ancient Greeks 
living in Sparta considered themselves Spartan 
first, and Greek second. 
Famously, the city-states didn’t get on very well 
and often fought each another. However, 
sometimes they joined together to fight against 
a bigger enemy, like the Persian Empire. 

 

Government, Democracy 

and Slavery 

Men were classed as the 

only citizens and they 

could democratically vote. 

Women and slaves were 

not allowed. A jury of 500 

citizens acted as jury and 

decided if anyone was 

guilty of law-breaking 

(punishments included 

death). They could also 

vote on who they disliked 

and could get others 

banished from their city.  

 

Key Vocabulary 

Amphitheatre - Outdoor theatre with 

seats on all sides where singing, 

dancing and even sacrificing took 

place. 

Chiton - The chiton was a single sheet 

used as clothing wrapped around the 

body. 

Democracy - A system of government 

in which citizens are able to vote in 

order to make decisions. 

Olympics - Athletes competing against 

each other. Began in Olympia and 

included religious festivals in honour 

of Zeus. 

Philosophy - The practice of asking big 

questions with no clear/single 

answer. It means the ‘love of wisdom’ 

Empire - an extensive group of states 

or countries ruled over by a single 

monarch, an oligarchy, or a sovereign 

state. 

Slave - a person who is the legal 

property of another and is forced to 

obey them. 


